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Abstract— The accuracy location of hypocenter is needed to determine the subsurface character beneath a geothermal area. The
study used 73 micro-earthquake events; each micro-earthquake event was classified based on the time difference between the P and S
waves (ts-tp) that had values ≤ 3seconds, the magnitude of micro-earthquake ≤ 3SR and each micro-earthquake event was recorded at
least by 3 observer stations. We inverted selected P and S travel times from 11-unit seismic stations on X geothermal area. The initial
hypocenter location was determined using Geiger method. The result of the Geiger method's initial hypocenter location was then used
as the input to determine the accurate hypocenter location in the following method, Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method. Other
parameters were also used on this second method, including hypocenter location, 1-D velocity model, origin time, vp/vs ratio, zshift
and the station correction. The distribution of hypocenter locations of micro-earthquakes obtained using the second method was
better than the results from Geiger method. This result is supported by the Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters average RMS error value,
which was smaller, only 0.19 seconds, compared to the Geiger method, which had an average RMS error of 0.74 seconds. The
hypocenter location of the relocation was more clustered in the reservoir area, precisely in the production well, and in the heat source
area. The hypocenter location in the production well area indicates fluid flow through the fracture from the permeable zone.
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determined. For the S wave arrival time, the waves that
undergo a greater frequency change after P waves
experience frequency attenuation [2].
The inversion method is used in seismology because the
recording is not possible directly under the earth's surface.
The inversion process is a field data processing that involves
mathematical and statistical settlement techniques to obtain
useful information about the distribution of physical
properties below the surface. The purpose of the inversion
process is to estimate the rock's physical parameters that
were not previously known. Examples of inversion problems
in the field of geophysics are the determination of
underground structures, estimation of parameters of mining
materials, estimation of parameters of accumulation of
energy sources, and determination of earthquake locations
based on the arrival time of the hypocenter waves [1]–[4].
Several inversion methods have been successfully
developed to extract earthquake parameter information and
earthquake velocity structure from a set of earthquake wave
arrival time data. Since then, theoretically and technically,
the structure of earthquake wave velocity below the earth's

I. INTRODUCTION
Micro-earthquake method is one of the geophysical
methods used to represent small earthquakes with
magnitudes ≤ 3 ML [1]. In general, several factors cause
micro-earthquakes in geothermal fields, including:
 The existence of a weak zone that is open or shifted
due to water injection thereby increasing the pressure
on the rock;
 Coldwater contact with high-temperature igneous
rocks (heat source);
 Reduced pore pressure results in the closing of
reservoir rock pores due to loss of rock pore filler
fluid (due to fluid production).
Analysis of micro-earthquake data begins by identifying
the arrival time of Primary waves (P) and waves (S) based
on hypocenter wave data recorded on three components by
the recording station (seismometer). The P wave is a
hypocenter wave that is first recorded by a seismometer and
experiences the earliest frequency changes. At the time of
the initial frequency change, the P wave arrival time is
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coordinates and station elevation value), 1-D of P waves
velocity model, P and S waves arrival times data for each
micro-earthquake event [3].

surface can be determined by inverting a set of data on the
arrival time of earthquake waves recorded on a seismogram
[5], [6].
One method for identifying hypocenter locations
(epicenter and depth) is the Geiger method. This method
identified the location of single hypocenter by counting the
residual times between observation and calculation time. The
results of determining the location of micro-earthquake
hypocenter using the Geiger method are more following the
geological state data (closer to the source, i.e., faults and
volcanoes) compared to using the three-circle method.
However, calculations using these methods generally still
contain errors from unmodeled hypocenter wave velocity
structures [7]. Therefore, the weakness of the method
requires an update of the 1-D wave velocity structure model.
One of the location test methods that can update the
velocity model is the Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method.
This method is an earthquake location test method which
applies station corrections simultaneously using the Geiger
method principle. In this method, the velocity model is
tested by applying the Kissling equation [7]. Unmodeled
hypocenter wave velocity structures can be overcome by
location test and modelling of 1-D P wave velocity using the
Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method through the Kissling
equation [1]–[3], [8], [9]. The location test results using
Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method obtained a new 1-D
velocity model with different vp/vs in each layer [7].
Hypocenters position with a high accuracy becomes
important because high hypocenter in an area can represent
fractures with high permeability [10]. Besides, fracturing is
one of the essential factors in the geothermal reservoir
equilibrium system.
Based on this background, the distribution and location of
micro-earthquake hypocenter are needed to monitor and
evaluate the performance of geothermal reservoirs.
Therefore, the position of the hypocenter with high accuracy
is an essential factor to determine. In this study, the microearthquake hypocenter’s initial location was determined
using the Geiger method, which was then used for the initial
hypocenter in the location test using the Coupled VelocityHypocenters method.

Fig. 1 The position of recording station (seismic station) on X geothermal
area

Micro-earthquake parameters produced by this method
include the time of occurrence of the micro-earthquake
(origin time), the value of the RMS error, coordinates and
depth of the micro-earthquake hypocenter as shown in Fig. 2.
This study's advanced hypocenter location test was the
hypocenter location test conducted simultaneously using the
Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method. Coupled VelocityHypocenters method is a travel time inversion method. This
study's travel time data is the difference between the wave
arrival time and the micro-earthquake occurrence.
Input parameters needed in this method include recording
station data or seismic station coordinates (codes,
coordinates, and station elevation value), 1-D of P wave
velocity model, P and S waves travel time data for each
micro-earthquake event, Vp/Vs ratio value, and the average
elevation (zshift) of recording station or seismic station, as
illustrated in Fig.3
These parameters were processed to produce output
parameters and corrected parameters of the location test
results using the Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method.
The output parameters consist of micro-earthquake
hypocenter location test results (coordinates and depth),
RMS error value, GAP value, renewable 1-D of P waves
velocity model and the station correction values. Meanwhile,
this method's corrected parameters consist of 1-D of the P
wave velocity model, hypocenter location, the corrected
value of the station, and the origin time of microearthquakes.
This study's initial velocity model is the 1-D of the P
wave velocity model, as shown in Fig. 4. The distribution of
micro-earthquake hypocenter locations using both the Geiger
method and the Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method were
mapped to then be identified and analyzed.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
The hypocenter location test applied the Geiger and
Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method using 73 microearthquake events on X geothermal area. Each microearthquake event was classified based on micro-earthquake
criteria, including the difference between the arrival time of
P and S waves ≤ 3 seconds, the magnitude of microearthquake ≤ 3 SR, and each micro-earthquake event was
recorded at least by three recording stations. The total
number of recording stations used in this study was 9. The
position of recording station on X geothermal area is shown
as in Fig. 1.
The principle of determining the location of microearthquake hypocenter using the Geiger method is to
calculate the residual time or the difference between the
observed time and the calculated time. The Geiger method is
an inversion method that uses P and S waves arrival time
data. This method's input parameters include recording
station data or seismic station coordinates (codes,
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A. Micro-Earthquake Hypocenters Location Result using
Geiger Method
This study used 73 micro-earthquake events from 9
recording stations on X geothermal area. Each earthquake
event has been classified based on micro-earthquake criteria
including the difference between the arrival time of P and S
waves ≤ 3 seconds, the magnitude of micro-earthquake ≤ 3
SR, and each micro-earthquake event was recorded at a
minimum by three recording stations. The value of
microearthquake magnitude in this study was calculated
using the equation result. [13]. Fig. 5 shows the distribution
of micro-earthquakes epicenter locations on X geothermal
area, which was determined using the Geiger method.
A total of 73 micro-earthquake epicenter locations were
concentrated northwest-southeast with 69% of the epicenter
concentrated in the well area (production and injection)
represented by a blue square and the recording station
represented by a red triangle as shown in Fig. 5., whereas,
another 31% of micro-earthquake epicenters were
concentrated around local faults in the northwestsoutheastern study area.

Fig. 2 Schematic of determination initial hypocenter location for microearthquakes using the Geiger method [11]

Fig. 3 Schematic of micro-earthquakes hypocenter location test using the
Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method [12]

Fig. 5 The distribution of micro-earthquake epicenter locations on X
geothermal area was determined using the Geiger method

The hypocenter distribution variation of micro-earthquake
results from the determination using the Geiger method also
varied considerably between -2 km to 17.85 km MSL, which
is shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7.
If we look at Fig. 8, 53.4% of the micro-earthquake
hypocenters are concentrated at a depth of -1.0 km above sea
level to 0.5 km below sea level.
The results of determining the initial micro-earthquake
hypocenter location using this method show that each event
had an RMS error value. The resulting RMS error varied
between 0.05 seconds to 19.54 seconds, with an average
RMS error of 0.74 seconds. Five micro-earthquake events
have an RMS error value > 1 second, which is shown in
Fig.9.

Fig. 4 The 1-D Primary (P) waves velocity initials model of research

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results of the hypocenter location test using Geiger
Method and Coupled Velocity-Hypocenter method are given
below:
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The large RMS error value was influenced by the arrival
time's value and the velocity model used. Furthermore, the
micro-earthquake results from the determination using the
Geiger method were used as the initial hypocenter location
in the advanced hypocenter location test using the Coupled
Velocity-Hypocenters method.

Fig. 9 RMS error histogram of micro-earthquake hypocenter determined
using the Geiger method

B. Micro-Earthquake Hypocenters Location Test Result
using Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters Method
The 1-D of the P wave velocity model used in the location
test using this method will be updated in every iteration.
Also, in each iteration, the RMS error value will be listed
between the observation and calculation travel time data, so
that the number of iterations can be adjusted to meet the
expected RMS error criteria (<1 second). The initial
hypocenters location data used was derived from the
hypocenters location's determination using the Geiger
method. This method no longer uses P and S waves' arrival
times but uses the P and S waves travel times instead. These
P and S waves travel times represent the difference between
the arrival time of both P and S waves with the time of the
earthquake. This location test uses a 1-D Primary (P) waves
velocity initials area results from previous location tests
conducted by previous research ([14],[15]). The corrected
parameters include the recording station correction, the
velocity model, and the earthquake occurrence time. The
micro-earthquake hypocenters coordinates used in this study
are the results of previous studies by previous research ([14],
[15]). This study also added several other correction
parameters such as the value of the magnitude for each
micro-earthquake event, the value of the ratio vp/vs and the
average elevation (zshift) of recording station or seismic
station.
Vp/vs ratio values are obtained using the Wadati diagram.
The Wadati diagram is a diagram of the travel time of the S
waves against the travel time of the P waves. The Wadati
diagram is used to determine the trend vp/vs of the study
area [16]. The Wadati diagram shows the value of the vp/vs
trend of this study area of 1.29. Based on the value of the
vp/vs ratio, it can be identified that this area is an area with
vapor dominance. In addition to the vp/vs ratio's value,
correction of the hypocenters depth reference point must also
be considered by adding the zshift value. Zshift relates to the
reference to the assessment of the depth of the hypocenter
[12]. In the initial micro-earthquake hypocenter location
determination method using the Geiger method, the
hypocenter depth assessment reference relates to the average
elevation of the seismic station. Therefore, the zshift value
must be added by finding the average value of the recording
station elevation, so that the reference for the microearthquake hypocenter depth assessment using the Coupled
Velocity-Hypocenters method becomes relative to the
average sea level. In determining the position of the initial

Fig. 6 Hypocenters distribution variations of micro-earthquakes (longitude
to depth) on X geothermal area determined using the Geiger method

Fig. 7 Hypocenters distribution variations of micro-earthquakes (latitude to
depth) on X geothermal area determined using the Geiger method

Fig. 8 Histogram depth of micro-earthquake hypocenter determined using
the Geiger method
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hypocenter using the Geiger method, the elevation value at
each recording station must be given a negative symbol, and
then the zshift value must also be negative so that the depth
assessment reference remains consistent.

These three parameters are essential to add because they
correlate to the hypocenter location's correction horizontally
and vertically (depth of the hypocenter). Fig. 10 is a map of
the micro-earthquake epicenter location distribution result of
the location test using the Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters
method.
As many as 73% of micro-earthquake epicenter locations
were concentrated in the well area (production and injection)
represented by blue square symbols and recording stations
represented by red triangles as illustrated in Fig. 10.,
whereas, 27% of micro-earthquake epicenter locations were
concentrated around local faults in the study area in the
northwest-southeast direction. The depth distribution of
micro-earthquake hypocenter results of the location test
using the Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method has a
narrower variation between -0.02 km above sea level to 3.50
km below sea level, which is shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.
Based on the test results of the distribution of the location
of the micro-earthquake hypocenter using the Coupled
Velocity-Hypocenters method, 73% of the micro-earthquake
hypocenter was concentrated just below the well area which
is a production well with a depth of ± 2 km from the lip of
the well. As for the micro-earthquake hypocenter, the Geiger
method's location test results spread with depths that vary
between -2 km above sea level to 17.85 km below sea level.
The micro-earthquake epicenter location of the location test
results using the Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method was
more concentrated in the production well area and injection
area of the study area compared to the hypocenter location
distribution of the location test results using the Geiger
method.

Fig. 10 The distribution of micro-earthquake epicenter locations test on X
geothermal area was determined using the Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters
method

Fig. 13 Histogram depth of micro-earthquake hypocenter location test
results using the Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method

Fig. 11 Hypocenters distribution variations of micro-earthquakes (longitude
to depth) on X geothermal area determined using the Coupled VelocityHypocenters method

Fig. 12 Hypocenters distribution variations of micro-earthquakes (latitude to
depth) on X geothermal area determined using the Coupled VelocityHypocenters method

Fig. 14 The 1-D Primary (P) waves velocity initials model of research and
updated 1-D of P waves velocity model of research
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heat source area, which was suspected to occur due to cold
water contact with temperature igneous rocks height (heat
source) on the X geothermal area.

The Coupled Velocity-Hypocenters method obtained the
location of the hypocenter and the 1-D velocity model of the
P waves of the study area, as shown in Fig. 14. Meanwhile,
the location test's RMS error value using the Coupled
Velocity-Hypocenters method was better than the Geiger
method. RMS error values varied from 0.05 seconds to 0.75
seconds, with an average RMS error of 0.19 seconds as in
Fig. 15.
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